Introduction to National Security: Critical Conversations

This engaging three-day program introduces participants to the central issues, threats, challenges and opportunities that underpin Australia’s national security environment. It is specifically designed for professionals wishing to gain deeper knowledge and insight into current and emerging national security issues facing Australia and the region. Participants will be exposed to insight from experts and thought leaders on the issues of the day, and on potential challenges into the future; and will leave the program with deeper knowledge and an improved ability to conduct critical conversations on national security matters.

The program is designed for people who are new to the national security community, or who would benefit from an introduction to the community, broadly defined. Due to the breadth of the program and the introductory focus, there are benefits for people from all organisations, and from those working in policy, strategic planning, capability development, projects, operations and coordination. There is no minimum security clearance required to attend.

Past presenters for this program include: Professor Rory Medcalf, Dr Fiona McKenzie, CDRE Michele Miller, Mr Allan Behm, Ms Jacinta Carroll and others.

“Thank you for an outstanding course. I have been so impressed by the quality of the course, the calibre of the guest speakers and the professionalism and expertise of NSC staff. It has been a real privilege to attend, and I am looking forward to applying my newly acquired knowledge to my work in the future”.

2020 program dates: 16-18 March, 3-5 June, 10-12 August, 12-14 October
Venue: #132 Crawford Building, Lennox Crossing, ANU
Enrol / enquire: Contact T 02 6125 2233 E epd.nsc@anu.edu.au
Cost: $3,375 (GST ex) for government, $4,050 (GST ex) open
Course is fully catered and parking permit is supplied.

National Security College: a joint initiative of the Commonwealth Government and the Australian National University

The National Security College Difference

Choose NSC for your executive and professional development needs. We bring world-class knowledge and a diversity of perspectives to the table in a trusted learning environment so that Australia’s national security community are best equipped to tackle the issues of today, and the future. We do this by offering a range of dynamic programs that promote:

- Strategic dialogue
- Critical analysis
- Shared learning and
- Diverse collaboration within a trusted and secure environment.